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Solar Radiation Modification
• Reflecting sunlight would cool the climate
• Two questions:
– High-latitude impacts of SRM applied globally?
– Can one specifically target high latitudes?
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Can we cool the Arctic? Yes, but…
• CO2 and other greenhouse gases warm the climate

– Loss of Arctic sea ice, permafrost thaw, Greenland melt, have both local and global implications

Arctic-focused
– We know it would cool
– We don’t know the details
– Can focus in the Arctic but the effects
would still be global

• There is no “ideal” solution. We may
need a portfolio of options

Climate Impacts

• Reducing emissions to zero stops the problem from getting worse… (?)
• “Negative” emissions technologies give a long-term solution, but slow
• There is one “fast” option: it is possible to
deliberately reflect sunlight
Business as
– Could be “global” or Arctic-focused
usual
– There is no technology barrier for
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• Permafrost carbon release roughly
halved for GeoMIP scenario G4
compared with RCP4.5
– 5 Tg SO2/yr
– Equatorial injection

G4

G4 - RCP4.5

• Analysis of the Geoengineering Large Ensemble (GLENS; Tilmes et al 2018)
– Injection at 30°S, 15°S, 15°N, 30°N, designed to keep global mean temperature and
high-latitude temperature constant under RCP8.5 (requires much more than 5 Tg SO2/yr)
– Only looked at soil temperature

Stratospheric Aerosols at high latitude
• Nearly all research has been into “global” strategies
– Requires new aircraft to reach >20km altitude (and ~$5B, 5 years)

• The tropopause is much lower at high latitude
– Could use existing aircraft

• Only need to add aerosols in spring
– Broad cooling
at high latitudes
– Quick

• This could be done…
• This may be the only
option to quickly stop
permafrost thaw

Lee, MacMartin, Visioni and Kravitz (in review)

How would SRM affect the Arctic?
• Reduce incoming sunlight  cools the climate  increase sea ice extent, etc.
• With Arctic-only SRM, changes in heat transport  effects at lower latitudes
• Changes to precipitation patterns and clouds
– While sign of effect on Greenland ice sheet is clear, details aren’t

• Changes to seasonal cycle; relative to no CO2 and no SRM, then slightly warmer
winter and cooler summer (probably irrelevant compared to high CO2 only)
– Could influence snow depth, insulation over permafrost,…

• Changes to ocean circulation
• SAI: Ozone loss (with sulfate aerosols); increased UV
• SAI: Deposition – overall quantities are small compared with industrial pollution, but
industrial pollution falls not far from where it is emitted
• Possible surprises?
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Summary
• “We” may need to think about all of the options…
– Some form of SRM is likely the only way to quickly reduce temperatures

• We should do the research before we get to a point where we are facing hard
choices
• The hardest part will be how to decide…
– Whose voices are heard?
– How confident do we need to be?

